Abstract. The essentially free variables of a term t in some -calculus, FV (t), form the set fx j8 u: t = u ) x 2 FV(u)g. This set is signicantoncewe consider equivalence classes of -terms rather than -terms themselves, as for instance in higher-order rewriting. An important problem for (generalised) higher-order rewrite systems is the variable containment problem:given two terms t and u,d owehave for all substitutions and contexts C ] that FV (C t ]) FV (C u ])? This property is important when wewant to consider t ! u as a rewrite rule and keep n-step rewriting decidable. Variable containment is in general not implied byFV (t) FV (u). Wegive a decision procedure for the variable containment problem of the second-order fragmentof ! . For full ! weshow the equivalence of variable containmenttoanopen problem in the theory of PCF this equivalence also shows that the problem is decidable in the third-order case.
Introduction
As soon as wemake the step from terms to equivalence classes of terms as the objects of our interest, the question whether a variable occurs (free) in suchan object becomes a bit delicate. Should the variable occur in all terms of the class or only in some, or can we sensibly ask this question at all?
Typically, the equivalence relation in question is preserved by substitution application, i.e. t u implies t u for arbitary substitutions . In particular, if t u and x is free in t but not in u then t y=x] u y=x]=u for anyvariable (or term) y. This suggests the following de nition:
De nition 1. Let = e be a substitutive equivalence relation. The free variables modulo = e of a term t,F V e (t), are de ned as follows: FV e (t)= \ t=eu FV(u) ? The research reported here was partially supported bySERC grant GR/J07303.
In the above de nition I was deliberately a bit vague about basic notions such as term, substitution, and free variable, because the concept makes sense for various (typed or untyped) -calculi as well as rst-order terms. In the following, we shall concentrate on the equivalence = and call variables which are free modulo = \essentially free".
For each equivalence class u] that contains a normal form u#, we have FV (u) = FV(u#). Unfortunately, the set FV (t) is in general (for the untyped -calculus) not recursive, i.e. the problem x 2 FV (t) is undecidable: the set M x = ft j x 2 FV (t)g is closed under -conversion and non-trivial which already implies that M x is not recursive (theorem 6.6.2 (ii) in 1]) moreover, t 2 M x () x 2 FV (t).
In 1] the notation x 2 M is used instead of x 2 FV (M) (exercise 3.5.15, notation 4.1.4) | the concept is not really new, even though Barendregt de nes it only for -theories rather than arbitrary (substitutive) equivalence relations. Similarly, Middeldorp 15] uses the notation V x ( t] R ) to describe the set of variables that occur in every term that is R-equivalentt ot.
Most typed -calculi studied in the literature 3] have a strongly normalising -reduction, which implies that FV (t) is recursive for eachtypable term t:w e reduce t to its -normal form t# and nd the set as FV(t#).
Moving from terms to equivalence classes of terms is not entirely unproblematic: the propertyFV (t) FV (u) is in a sense less informative than the ordinary FV(t) FV (u) . From the latter we can deduce FV(t ) FV(u ) and FV(C t]) FV(C u]), which means that the property is a rewrite relation. Why does this matter?
But we cannot deduce from the former FV (t ) FV ( u ]) or FV (C t]) FV (C u]). Example: the terms t (xy)
The condition FV(t) FV(u)istypically used as a requirement for rewrite rules t ! u, to makesurethat rewriting never introduces free variables. This property is desirable for a number of reasons:
1. Without it, the rewrite system could not be strongly normalising, because rewriting is substitutive and extra variables on the right-hand sides could be instantiated to (terms containing instances of) left-hand sides of rules, including the left-hand side of the very rule with the extra variables.
2. Without it, con uence is unlikely: if t ! u and if u contains an extra variable x then also t ! u y=x] and con uence would require that u and u y=x]h ave a common reduct.
3. To decide the one-step rewrite relation t ! u, one has to decide matching problems, i.e. matching occurrences in t to left-hand sides of rules. This remains true if weallow extra variables though wehave then an additional matching problem of (a subterm of) u against the instance of the right-hand side of the applied rule. However, if we consider n-step rewriting for n>1, then wehavetosolve uni cation problems if the rules have extra variables. To make the last point clear: we can encode any uni cation problem as a two-step rewriting problem of a rewrite system with extra variables as weshall see shortly. By \uni cation problem" we mean the following.
De nition 2. The uni cation problem t : = u is the property 9 :t = u .
Again, I am deliberately vague about what the terms t and u and the substitution range over, and how substitution application t is actually de ned | terms, substitutions, and their uni cation problems exist in a variety of formalisms.
Theorem3. For any rst-order uni cation problem t : = u there is a nite (generalised) rewrite system R and terms C D such that t :
Proof. We choose symbols C D F not occurring in t and u. R has two rules: C ! F (t u)a ndF (x x) ! D. The required intermediate term E with C ! R E ! R D must have the properties 9 :E = F (t u) , because we can only apply the rst rule to C, and similarly 9 :E = F (x x) , because we can only apply the second rule backwards to D. Both conditions together are su cient as neither C nor D are a ected by substitution application. Thus, C ! R E ! R D is equivalent to the problem 9 : 9 : F(t u) = F (x x) which is equivalent to 9 : 9 : (x)=t ^ (x)=u which in turn is equivalenttot :
The same kind of situation appears in higher-order rewriting, where it is even more signi cant: matching up to fourth-order is known to be decidable 7, 4, 17], but second-order uni cation is already undecidable 6]. u t This observation is based on generalised higher-order rewrite systems 14]. Originally, HRSs were de ned with an additional condition for left-hand sides 16] whichwe shall not consider here su ce it to say that the subterm (y (Ftu)) in the above proof does not satisfy this condition.
Theorem 4 shows that FV (l) FV (r) is clearly not the right condition for general higher-order rewriting if wewant to ban extra variables and keep nstep rewriting decidable. We need something stronger, a propertywhichisalso a rewrite relation.
There is a general principle behind the last remark. A rewrite relation is a relation closed under substitution application and context application, i.e. > is a rewrite relation i t > u implies t > u for arbitrary substitutions , and C t] > C u] for arbitrary contexts C ]. In a typed scenario, the \arbitrary" comes with a typing proviso.
The typical use of the term \rewrite relation" is to form the rewrite closure of a relation R, i.e. the smallest rewrite relation ! R which contains R.T hisis well-de ned, because rewrite relations are closed under arbitrary intersections. As they are also closed under arbitrary unions, the dual concept is also wellde ned: the rewrite interior of R is the largest rewrite relation ! R contained in R.
The notion of rewrite interior is useful for the following reason. Sometimes wewant to show that all terms in a rewrite relation (given by a rewrite system R) satisfy a certain property, i.e. t ! R u implies tSu, more brie y ! R S. The proof will hardly ever work directly, because ! R is almost always an in nitary object, it relates in nitely many terms. The solution is to prove instead a property about R itself, since R is typically a nite relation.
Theorem5. Let R and S berelations on terms. Then ! R S () R ! S .
Proof. Trivial by exploiting the following facts: (i) Rewrite interior and rewrite closure are monotonic w.r.t. to (ii) any rewrite relation is a xpoint of both the closure and the interior operator, in particular this applies to ! R and ! S (iii) R ! R and ! S S. u t
In words: to show that a rewrite closure ! R satis es an invariant S wecan showthatR satis es ! S . In our situation, S is the relation tSu () FV (t) FV (u)andvariable containment is the interior of this relation.
as any substitution application can occur as the substitution derived from a -reduction.
For typed -calculi the problem has to be slightly restated, restricting t and u to be well-typed preterms in some context 2 ; and a substitution mapping variables in ; to preterms that type-check (with the same type) in some context . An analogous restriction applies to C ]. The exact formulation depends on the particular -calculus, though the general principle should be clear. It is possible to formalise it uniformly for all type systems expressible in the formalism of Pure Type Systems (short: PTS see 2, 3]), especially the \PTS with signature" as in 5] which support a proper treatment of constant symbols. However, this goes somewhat beyond the scope of this paper and therefore we concentrate on the simply typed -calculus ! and its fragments.
In order to formulate the appropriate notion of variable containment for typed -calculi wehave to adapt the notion of substitution accordingly.
De nition 7. We write : ; ! if is a function from variables to preterms and ; and are contexts such that: 8x 2 Dom;: ;` x : =) ` (x):
For arbitrary type systems, wewould havetoformulate a similar though more awkward adaptations for contexts (in the sense: term with hole). However, for ! and its n-th order restrictions this is not really necessary due to the following observations. Suppose t and u have a function type, then t u () tx ux for some fresh x.Thus we can reduce variable containment of arbitrary types to variable containment of base types. Moreover, if t and u have a base type then
FV (t) FV (u)i for all C ]wehaveFV (C t]) FV (C u]). This waywe
can avoid the quanti cation over contexts by restricting our attention to variable containment for base types. To be precise: this trick requires that substitution does not a ect the types, i.e. it does not apply to ! as presented in 3]where base types are variables | we need them to be constants. We begin with the type theory ! 2 , the second-order fragment of the simply typed -calculus ! . In ! 2 , free variables are restricted to at most secondorder types, i.e. types of the form 1 ! 2 ! ! n suchthatall i are base types. It is possible to de ne ! 2 as a PTS, but we shall not do that here, for it would distract too much from the major issues wewant to tackle.
Combinatory reduction systems (CRSs) 10, 11] can be seen as a special class of rewrite systems in the type theory ! 2 over extensions of the signature = h0:
:(0! 0) ! 0i.T o get an exact match, no further type constants (other that 0) or third-order constants (other than ) should be allowed. CRSs come equipped with an additional restriction for left-hand side of rules (each free variable is applied to a sequence of distinct bound variables) that makes the variable containment problem trivial | for CRS rules l ! r the property l r is equivalenttoFV(l) FV(r).
However, wecandrop the restriction for left-hand sides and generalise the de nition of second-order rewrite rule.
De nition 9. Given a ! 2 -signature ,a -rule is a tuple (; l r ), written ;` l ! r : ,such that (i) is a base type, (ii) ;` l : ,(iii);` r :
An instance of a rule (; l r )isgiven by a substitution : ; ! and a context C ] such that E`C x]: for some type , some fresh variable x, and some context E such that (x : ) 2 E and `x : is a premise of E`C x]: , i.e. is the context in which the hole of C ] is being type-checked. We omit the formal de nition of the latter, but it can easily be formalised in the style of atype system. Wehave t ! R u for terms t u with E`t : (analogously for u) if there is a rule ;` l ! r : , a substitution : ; ! and a context C ] (as described) such that C l ]= t and C r ]= u.
Since second-order matching is decidable, we can decide whether we have an instance of a rule, i.e. the rewrite relation ! R is decidable for nitely many rules. As for rst-order rewriting, the transitive closure of ! R is undecidable. As already explained, the two-step rewrite relation ! R ! R is undecidable for general second-order rewrite systems because of extra variables.
Therefore, it makes sense to require ;` l r : for all rules ;` l ! r : . Since we require that the type of a rule is a base type, the proposition ;` l ! r : is well-formed and according to our general observations for base types it is equivalenttovariable containment for the rewrite relation generated from this rule. In the following we shall omit the subscript for judgements.
How can we decide variable containmentin ! 2 for two terms t and u?Take for instance the terms t = F (x (yz)) (yw)andu = G (y (xz)) (where w x y z are variables, x and y second-order), do we have t u, or u t, or both, or neither, and how can we nd out? For t u we have to check FV (t ) FV ( (y)). So, in all cases wehaveFV (t ) FV (u ) and thus wehave t u.
The general picture is that wehave to consider all free variable occurrences in a term and see in which argument positions of which other variables these occurrences are. The following semantic interpretation of terms captures these observations. First weprove the lemma for rst-order substitutions. Using our assumptions about t and and the above observations about rst-order substitutions, the lemma reduces to y 2 FV(t ) () 9x 2 Dom;: y 2 FV( (x))^x 2 FV(t) whichisanobvious property of substitutions. Now let be arbitrary.Weprove the lemma by induction on the term structure. We just show \)", \(" is similar. We only have to consider variable applications zt 1 t n , constant applications ft 1 t n and abstractions z: t 0 . Let t be a variable application zt 1 t n . Let (z) = y 1 y n :u. Then t # = u where : E ! is given by (y i ) = t i # and (v) = v for v = 2 fy 1 ::: y n g. Observe that is rst-order, i.e. we can apply the lemma to it. We get: y 2 FV (t ) () y 2 FV (u ) ( We can extend any signature to a rich signature just by adding the missing constants. One could also view signatures as richiftheyhave pseudo-constants of the required types, but we shall not do that as it only complicates the technicalities without adding anything substantial. In the following, we assume for simplicity that there is only one base type 0 in . The corresponding adjustments to the general case are straightforward.
De nition 18. Let be rich. For anytype we de ne a term con as follows: con 0 = A con 0!0 = x:0:x con 0!( ! ) = x:0: y: : con 0! (B x (con !0 y)) con ( ! )! = f : ! : con ! (f con )
The function con is well-de ned as the right-hand sides of the equations use \fewer arrows" in the types of con than the corresponding left-hand sides. Clearly, each con has type in the empty context.
Remark: it is worth noting that the terms con have a more general signicance, e.g. they showupin 19] where A is 0 and B is addition. As explained in 9], the map con !0 is the inverse of con 0! whenever A and B form a monoid moreover, in the terminology of category theory 13], they are even morphisms of (some) actions of this monoid.
Proposition 19. Each con is a pseudo-constant.
One consequence of having pseudo-constants for all types is that we can slightly simplify the variable containment problem.
Lemma20. The variable containment problem ;` t u : is equivalent to the following property for a rich extension , some variable y 2 Dom , and some substitution : ; ! wehavethat y 2 FV (u ) but y = 2 FV (t ). We can de ne a substitution : ! X as follows: (z)= con if z 6 = y z : 2 (y)=(con 0! x) if y: 2 and from this wegetacontradiction of ( ) using the substitution : ; ! X: the pseudo-constant property of all con makes sure that x is in FV (u )while FV (t )= .
u t
Variable containment is una ected by replacing constants by pseudoconstants. Based on this observation and lemma 20 we can design a semantic interpretation for types, terms, and judgements to model variable containment. Since X hasonlyonevariable x of type 0, FV(t) is just a boolean information for any t with X` t :0.For higher types, wealsohavetomodelhow the freeness of x can be a ected by -reduction.
Thus we can interpret 0 : 2 bythepartially ordered set f? >g (with ? >) and each function space ! by the set of -de nable monotonic functions from ] ]to ] ], ordered pointwise. Here, we take the constants ? and > and the function^2 0 ! 0 ! 0] ] (greatest lower bound) as primitively -de nable. Thus, our semantic domain is a fully abstract model for PCF 1 ,i.e. nitary PCF over the unit type. We come to that later in more detail. The interpretation of judgements is in fact independent from the choice of signature, as all constants of the same type have equal interpretations. The idea behind this interpretation is the following: we use the xed context X = hx : 0i and take > for \x is not essentially free" and ? for \x is essentially free". Apparently, x does not occur free in any constant c of type 0, which we model by interpreting c as >. Then, x is essentially free in Btu i it is essentially free in either t or u | this explains the interpretation of B (and any other constant of type 0 ! 0 ! 0) as^, the greatest lower bound. The rest of the de nition is just book-keeping and reducing more complicated situations to simpler ones. In particular, -equivalent terms have equal interpretations as syntactic abstraction and application are modelled by semantic abstraction and application, and constants of anytype can be replaced by pseudo-constants of the same type as they behave the same w.r.t. the variable containment problem.
As usual, we can compose substitutions and environments. 8] it is yet unclear whether this is equivalent to our problem.
We can also showthatthe \e ective" construction of a model for PCF 1 is necessary to decide and even the indistinguishability relation .
Theorem26. The problem of deciding the indistinguishability relation for PCF 1 is equivalent to e ectively constructing a fully abstract model.
Proof. As explained before, one implication is trivial. It remains to showthat gives us a way of constructing a fully abstract model. The title of Zaionc's paper is a little misleading | he gives the base type order 0 instead of 1, following a deplorable custom in programming language semantics. u t Unsurprisingly a similar result holds for PCF 2 , though the proof is a bit messier, involving pairs of characteristic functions (one for tt, one for ff). We do not go into that.
Conclusion and Open Problems
We have explained why the usual condition FV(l) FV(r) for higher-order rewrite rules l ! r is inadequate and why it should be replaced bythe\variable containment" property l r, the rewrite interior of FV (l) FV (r).
We have shown that variable containment is decidable for the third-order fragment of ! , also giving a constructive solution for the second-order fragment. The general problem for ! is equivalent to e ectively constructing a fully abstract model for nitary PCF overtheunittype. Open problems are:
{ Is the problem for ! decidable? I have seen a preliminary version of an unpublished paper which claims that it is indeed. The proof in the paper is rather complicated and without thorough revision I would not say that the problem is settled. { Is variable containment equivalent to providing a fully abstract model for PCF 2 ?Thisisvery delicate. I had a promising proof idea which I pursued for a few weeks without getting it to work. One of the referees conjectured that the PCF 2 model is not recursive. { For whichtype systems is variable containment undecidable? { Finally: what about other type systems of the -cube, is there a similar correspondence between full abstraction and variable containment for those systems? Probably yes, but to makeany sense of this, one rst has to generalise the de nition of full abstraction to these type systems.
